Holiday wish list for – what’s in a word – bikers, riders, cyclists, commuters
The key to giving the perfect gift is really all about the recipient, isn’t it? We’ve
compiled a list we think the bike lovers in your life would appreciate – urban cyclists,
weekend riders and just-in-it-for-the-bike-culture aficionados, alike!

Biologic Pango Helmet – full protection at half the space

Typical bicycle helmets are bulky and difficult to
transport. The ingenious BioLogic Pango Folding
Helmet folds in three easy steps to half the size
so you can stash it in virtually any bag. Folded, the
helmet is protected like an armored Pangolin –
perfect when you’re heading overseas and stuffing
your helmet into an already fully loaded suitcase.
A new Fidlock magnetic snap buckle lets you
buckle in or out with one hand. The BioLogic Pango
Folding Helmet is the
perfect commuter helmet:
protective when you need
it, conveniently out of sight.
One size fits most comes
with several pads for
adjustment
MSRP € 60,-

Biologic AnchorStrap – fiddle-free connection

The AnchorStrap plants your GoPro® or camera on
your bike, scooter or motorcycle handlebars or
any round tube with 360° of locked-down pan and
tilt adjustments, so you can
catch the action or capture the
perfect reaction-reel. Mount it
in only ten seconds—tool-free,
so you can focus on riding the
world, not fiddling with devices.
MSRP € 18,95
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Tern Tool – great for Fixie, Singlespeed and internal gear hub bikes

The Tern Tool ensures you stay on your bike,
and don’t get stuck roadside. Specially
designed, the multi-tool boasts 19 must-have
tools, including a 15 mm wrench for
tightening axle nuts and pedals and a 6 mm
wrench for adjusting various parts on your
bike.
The included neoprene cover can be slipped
onto the body handle of the multi-tool for a
more comfortable grip. The multi-tool folds into
a flat, compact size. With the integrated strap,
it stores discreetly and securely under your
bike saddle.
MSRP € 40,-

The Vizy™ Light – safety in the dark radi@ally re-invented

The Vizy™ Light projects 360° of radial 60lumen light on the ground around a bike,
creating a bright circle of protection to
safeguard riders in low visibility situations.
The Vizy Light’s halo provides a clear signal
for road users to pass at a safe distance, and
illuminates riders’ bodies, so drivers can react
accordingly. The Vizy Light is durable,
weatherproof and beautifully encased. It also
features a rear-facing
LED light with five
modes for long range
visibility. A built-in
rechargeable Li-polymer
battery (1000 mAh) can
easily be charged by
Micro-USB.
MSRP € 40,-
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RidePocket – bagged versatility

The RidePocket is a compact bag built to hold
everything you keep in your pockets: wallet,
cellphone, and keys. With the RidePocket you can
cycle comfortably - no more sitting on your house
keys. Since it’s intuitively organized, your essentials
are right where you need them - no more fishing
around in your backpack or pannier. The RidePocket
includes a weatherproof rain cover, so you can push
on through torrential downpours, and it’s built from
durable 420 denier nylon. It mounts securely at any
vertical or horizontal part on your bike, like stem,
seatpost or top tube. It comes off easily with a Velcro
latch, so you can bring it in with you when you lock
your bike outside.
MSRP € 29,-

Tern Dry Good Bag – designed to keep things dry and organized

The Tern Dry Good Bag gets your stuff to
wherever you’re going, dry and protected.
The bag is made from tough, waterproof TPU
fabric and features welded seams and a rolltop design so water can’t get inside.
Attaching the Dry Good Bag to a compatible
rear rack is a breeze: set it on the rack, slide
it, and the KLICKfix bracket clicks into place.*
For taller, heavier loads, the patented
3Point™ shoulder strap converts into
additional support straps that keep your load
in place even if you’re swerving through
traffic. The inside of the bag features soft,
thick padding – perfect for a 13″ laptop and a
change of clothes. Two side mesh pockets
are sized for a BioLogic Pango folding
helmet or an iPad.
MSRP € 115,*compatible only with a KLICKfix rack
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Tern Bossless Bottle Cage – Hydration on the go-any place!

The Bossless Bottle Cage lets you add a
bottle (or three) to any bike - mounts or not.
We designed it so riders can add extra
water bottles to their seatposts or
handleposts, it works just as well on bossless
track bikes, underequipped road
bikes, long-haul
tourers and Ebikes (if the
battery blocks the
regular position of
the bottle cage).
MSRP € 23,-

Tern Porter+ Saddle – when the riding gets tough

We reengineered the underside of the ageold bike saddle into a comfortable
shoulder pad. Whether you’re rushing down
to the metro, or hauling your ride to the third
floor, the Porter+ is an easy way to carry your
bike. It works also great on your MTB when
crossing the Alps or the Grampians. The
Porter+ works with all Tern bikes and any bike
with at least 20
cm of clearance
between the
saddle and top
tube.
MSRP € 55,-
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Big Mouth Pannier – for the ultimate shopping spree

The new Big Mouth Pannier is one of the biggest
possibilities that help you carry a load on your
bike. The Big Mouth holds up to 23 L so it’s perfect
for grocery runs or daily commuting. Thanks to the
wide cinch-top opening you can easily organize,
load, and secure your cargo. It opens so wide, in
fact, you can easily drop a basketball or watermelon
inside.
The Big Mouth hangs on the side of your rear
pannier rack with robust Ortlieb pannier hooks, so
you can expect years of reliable operation. It’s
constructed from
rugged 840 and
1020 denier nylon
and it’s light too only 0.87 kg. Plus,
it folds flat when
you aren’t using it,
for a discreet and
narrow profile.
MSRP € 65,-

Kontii Basket – throw it in, haul it away

Lightweight, roomy and virtually indestructible, the
Kontti Basket is a cargo workhorse for rear racks.
Boasting a generous 18 liter capacity and support
for loads up to 9 kg, the Kontti uses Ortlieb® rack
mounts for easy one-hand operation. Rugged
polypropylene construction, an open-top design,
reflective accents for nighttime visibility, and a
convenient carrying handle make it perfect for
getting things done around town.
MSRP € 40,-
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All products will be available through bike retailers and online from
www.premiumbikegear.com.
Please contact us for further questions or test samples.
Download high resolution images here: http://photos.ternbicycles.com/accessories
Password: theternberd

About Tern:
Tern is dedicated to the goal of sustainable transportation and designs and
manufactures bicycles for urban transport. The company has corporate offices in
Taiwan, the United States, China, Finland, and the United Kingdom. Tern donates at
least 1% of net profits every year to social and environmental causes.
Press Contacts:
Europe:
Alban Manz
inMotion mar.com
Email: alban.manz@inmotionmar.com,
info@inmotionmar.com
Tel: +49-711-351-640-93 / -91
North America:
Mike Davi
The Brand Amp
Email: miked@thebrandamp.com
Tel: +1-562-719-2150
International:
Galen Crout
Tern Bicycles
Email: galen.crout@ternbicycles.com
Tel: +886-905-151-291
Website: ternbicycles.com

This release is issued by Mobility Holdings Ltd., which retains the ultimate
responsibility for the content.
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